
Swift. near. Sharp. 

Skyhawk 3.0

NEW



ExpEriEncE thE fascination  
of naturE EvEn closEr 

SkyHawk 3.0 | 10×32 
compact and lightweight  

binoculars with superb optical  
performance which enables 

observation from distance.  
the 10× magnification reveals a  

fascinating wealth of natural details.

SkyHawk 3.0 | 8×32 
a real lightweight that is especially practical 
for long term observation. thanks  
especially to its wide field of view it  
is unbeatable for all-round use in 
bird and nature observation.

SkyHawk 3.0 | 10×26 
the ideal binoculars for spontaneous 

observation. the smallest and lightest 
pair of binoculars in the range has a  

surprisingly good performance and 
fits easily into a pocket.



Item Number Objective Diameter Magnification Weight Width × Height × Depth in mm Exit Pupil Luminosity Twilight factor Field of View at 1000 m

SkyHawk 3.0 | 10×42 8033 42 mm 10 times 750 g 128×147×61 4.2 mm 17.6 20.5 ≥ 108 m

SkyHawk 3.0 | 8×42 8032 42 mm 8 times 740 g 128×147×61 5.3 mm 27.6 18.3 ≥ 125 m

SkyHawk 3.0 | 10×32 8034 32 mm 10 times 600 g 122×127×59 3.2 mm 10.2 17.9 ≥ 118 m

SkyHawk 3.0 | 8×32 8031 32 mm 8 times 580 g 122×127×59 4.0 mm 16.0 16.0 ≥ 133 m

SkyHawk 3.0 | 10×26 8008 26 mm 10 times 330 g 108×120×45 2.6 mm 6.8 16.1 ≥ 96 m

With improved optical performance and the innovative Distance-Control- 
System, the new 3.0 Series represents the most attractive SkyHawk 

binoculars ever. Further improved in design and details, the 
five new SkyHawk 3.0 binoculars offer the traditional  

robustness and legendary quality that STEINER stands 
for. Ideal both as an entry-level binocular to the  
fascinating hobby of bird watching, or for the highest 
demands of experienced ornithologists: The different 
SkyHawk 3.0 models offer the ideal binoculars for every 

requirement – and do it at an exceedingly attractive price.

THE NEW SkyHaWk 3.0
Bird watching at its most brilliant

The SkyHawk 3.0 binoculars are a systematic improvement and boast   
several advantages perfectly tailor made to observing birds and nature:

Developed to perfection

Brilliant High-Contrast-Optics 
Perfect colour fidelity and the sharpest  
focus up to close range (from 2 m).

Innovative Distance-Control-System 
With the non-slip XL focussing wheel the observation distance can be 
pre-set and brought into sharp focus at a simple twist of the wheel.

Excellent robustness 
Thanks to its Makrolon® housing, NBR-Longlife Rubber armouring and 
Nitrogen-Pressure-System (Models 32 and 42) that effectively prevents fogging.

Clever ergonomics 
Excellent grip with thumb depressions and ergonomically shaped  
eye cups ensure comfortable, lengthy observation.

Complete accessories 
Neoprene carrying strap with ClicLoc, protective rain / lens caps  
and high quality bag.

SkyHawk 3.0 | 10×42 
10× magnification for long distance observation and the bright 42 mm 
aperture make the 10×42 the absolute top model in the series.

SkyHawk 3.0 | 8×42
Perfect all-round binoculars for  
observation even in difficult weather 
conditions. The large field of view and 
the comfortable handling ensure  
unrivalled observation of nature.

SkyHawk 3.0 
10×42

SkyHawk 3.0 
8×42
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STEINER-OPTIK GmbH 
Dr.-Hans-Frisch-Str. 9  
95448 Bayreuth 
Germany 
customer-service@steiner.de 
Tel. 0921 7879-851  
Fax 0921 7879-89

STEINER is a Beretta 
Holding company

More information at

Steiner OutdOOr Standard

You'll find more about these advantages at  
www.steiner.de/en/binoculars/birdwatching

ERGONBR

STEINER ClicLoc Strap Attachment
Securely fastens to a strap and releases in seconds

Ergonomic eyecups
Protect the eyes against side light and drafts

STEINER Nitrogen-Pressure-System
No fogging or condensation inside the binoculars

N2

STEINER High-Contrast-Optics
For detailed images and high contour sharpnessHC

Distance-Control-System
XL-focus wheel for the presetting of  
observation distances with a simple twist 

Fast-Close-Focus
Fast focus control, even at close range


